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Abstract
This study investigates the effect of analogy-based instruction (ABI) versus traditional instruction on students’
understanding of chemical equilibrium in a first-year general chemistry course. A quasi-experimental design was used in
the study. The study utilized a pre-test/post-test design and one comparison group (CG) and one experimental group
(EG) were used in the study. In the study, a delayed-test was also implemented to both groups’ students in addition to
pre- and post-tests. Each treatment (analogy and traditional) was randomly assigned. The study was carried out in two
different classes in the department of science and engineering during the 2009–2010 academic years at Marand Azad
University in Iran. In Iran, chemical equilibrium has been studied in fourth year in chemistry course of secondary school.
Participants in the study were 65 university students who enrolled in the general chemistry course, from the two classes
of the same teacher. One class was randomly assigned to the experimental group (n=30) while the other was the control
group (n=35). Twelve analogies were used in experimental group. Four of them were adapted from the literature and the
others were prepared by the researchers. During a five-week period; each group received an equal amount of
instruction. The Chemical Equilibrium Achievement Test (CEAT) was administered as pre-test, post-test and delayedtest to collect data. The CEAT consisted of 20 multiple-choice questions prepared by the researchers. Collected data were
analyzed by using t-test and ANCOVA. The results of the study indicated that the students in the experimental group
showed significantly greater achievement than the students in the control group. Based on the results, we can say that
analogies can help students visualize abstract concepts, organize their thinking about a given topic, and learn a topic
meaningfully.
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INTODUCTION
There are several methods using in teaching of chemistry such as concept mapping, concrete
models, simulations, laboratory activities, multimedia representations, conceptual change texts,
animations (Harrison &Treagust, 2000; Özmen, Demircioğlu & Coll, 2009). Analogies are one of
these methods. Analogies can help students build conceptual bridges between what is familiar and
what is new. Studies about analogies have shown that analogies cause a significantly better
acquisition of scientific concepts than the traditional instruction and help students integrate
knowledge more effectively (Bilgin & Geban, 2001; Glynn, 2007; Piquette & Heikkinnen, 2005). In
addition, many reports indicate that analogies may be useful for teaching target concepts that are
conceptually difficult or abstract (Duit, 1991). Using analogies is not new in education; they have
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been used through the ages by researchers to help students understand theoretical concepts
(Huddle, White & Rogers, 2000).
Simply, an analogy is a comparison between two domains of knowledge-one that is familiar and
one that is less familiar. The familiar domain is often referred to as the "vehicle," "base," "source,"
or "analog" domain; the less familiar domain, or the domain to be learned, is usually referred to as
the "target" domain. According to Gentner (1989), an analogy is a mapping of knowledge between
two domains such that the system of relationships that holds among the objects in the analog
domain also holds among the objects in the target domain. Thus, the purpose of an analogy is to
transfer a system of relationships from a familiar domain to one that is less familiar (Mason &
Sorzio, 1996). Analogies are most often used in an educational setting to help students for
understanding new information in terms of already familiar information and to help them relate
that new information to their already existing knowledge structure (Beall, 1999).
In chemistry, chemical equilibrium occupies a central place. Although there are several concepts
about which students have difficulty, chemical equilibrium is considered to be one of the most
difficult topics in general chemistry curriculum (Solomonidou & Stavridou, 2001; Piquette &
Heikkinen, 2005; Özmen, 2008), owing to its abstract character, its demand of a mastery of a large
number of subordinate concepts (Quilez-Pardo & Solaz-Portoles, 1995) and the essential role in
developing an understanding in other areas of chemistry such as acid-base behavior, solubility,
and oxidation-reduction reactions (Voska & Heikkinen, 2000). Although there have been many
studies investigating the students’ understanding and alternative conceptions related to chemical
equilibrium, there is a lack of studies that focus on determining the effect of different instructional
approaches in understanding chemical equilibrium. Recently, for example, Solomonidou and
Stavridou (2001) and Saricayir, Sahin and Uce (2006) investigated the effect of computer
animations on students’ understanding of chemical equilibrium. In addition, Canpolat et al. (2006)
and Özmen (2007) investigated the effect of conceptual change tests on students’ understanding of
chemical equilibrium. Pekmez Sahin (2010) used analogies to prevent students’ misconceptions
about chemical equilibrium. On the other hand, there were many analogies which explained the
dynamic aspect of chemical equilibrium such as dancing couples, two groups throwing the
balls/apples back and forth, fish between two aquariums and bees in a beehive (Russel, 1988;
Sarantopoulos & Tsaparlis, 2004). In this paper, we tried to use several analogies including
dynamic equilibrium, reversibility, equality of rates, calculation of equilibrium constant and the
application of Le Chatelier’s principle, based on assumption that analogies may help students
learn abstract concepts by visualization (Treagust & Chittleborough, 2001). With this regard, a
major aim of this study was to determine the effects of analogies on students’ understanding of
chemical equilibrium. Depending on this aim, these research questions were addressed: Is there
any significant difference in test scores;
 between pre-tests of experimental and control groups?
 between post-tests of experimental and control groups?
 between delayed-tests of experimental and control groups?
METHODOLOGY
Method
A quasi-experimental design was used in this study. The study utilized “a pre-test/post-test nonequivalent comparison group design” and one comparison group (CG) and one experimental
group (EG) were used in the study. In quasi-experimental research design, each group is given
both a pre-test and a post-test, measuring the dependent variable both before and after exposure to
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the independent variable. In this study, a delayed test was also implemented to both groups in
addition to pre- and post-tests.
Sample
The study was carried out in two different classes in the department of science and engineering
during the 2009–2010 academic years at Marand Azad University in Iran. Participants were 65
university students who enrolled in the general chemistry course, from the two classes of the same
teacher. One class was randomly assigned to the experimental group (n=30) while the other
formed the control group (n=35).
Instruments
Chemical Equilibrium Achievement Test (CEAT): CEAT consisted of 20 multiple-choice items was
used in the study to collect data. While some of the questions in CEAT were taken from the
literature (Özmen, 2008), the others were prepared by the researchers. Six conceptual areas,
namely physical and chemical equilibrium, reversible reaction, Le Chatelier’s principle,
equilibrium constant, heterogeneous equilibrium and disturbing a chemical equilibrium were
evaluated in the study. Two chemistry educators and three experienced chemistry teachers
examined the instrument for content validity. The reliability of the CEAT based on Cronbach’s
alpha was 0.80. One example of the test questions are presented below.
Procedure
While the experimental group was taught with the analogical instruction, the control group was
taught with traditional instruction. During a five-week period; each group received an equal
amount of instruction. Duration of the lesson was four 45-minute periods in a week. Twelve
analogies were used in experimental group. Four of them were adapted from the literature and the
others were prepared by the researchers.
In the study, the same topics were covered for both experimental and control groups. In general,
students were given equal opportunities to perform the activities in each group. The control group
received traditional instruction which involves lessons using lecture methods to teach the
concepts. Teaching strategies based on teacher explanation and textbooks, with no direct
consideration of the students' alternative conceptions. The students studied the textbooks
individually before the lesson. Students in the experimental group worked with analogical
instruction. Harrison and Coll’s (2008) Focus-Action- Reflection (FAR) model was used to teach
each topic and topics were developed from an analysis of chemistry textbooks to provide the most
adaptable to classroom teaching. At the instruction time, FAR model was used step-by-step and
twelve analogies were analyzed. During the instruction, some analogies were showed directly to
students and it was assisted to them both join the lesson and make relation between basic chemical
equilibrium concepts and analogies by the help of some questions. At the end of presented analog
and target concepts again. So the students who found incorrect relation between analog and target
concepts re-organized their opinions.
Data Analysis
In the analysis, each of the questions was given 2 points, so a student can collect 40 points totally if
(s)he responds the all of the questions correctly. Dependent and independent t-test and ANCOVA
were used for the statistically analysis.
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION
As seen in Table 1, in the pre-test, there is no statistical difference between the control and
experimental group in terms of success (t = 0.093, p = 0.654). It means there were no differences
between groups at the beginning. There are statistically significant difference between groups in
post-test, which indicating the successful nature of the experimental group compared to the
control group (t = 26.42, p = 0.000). This result is similar to that reported in the literature, which
suggest that analogy-based teaching improves student understanding toward chemistry (Pekmez
Sahin, 2010). The results of the delayed-test reflected that mean score of experimental group was
higher than the control group one and there was significant differences between groups (t = 13.53,
p = 0.001). This result showed that teaching with analogies caused a significantly better acquisition
of the concept than the traditional instruction. The main difference between the two methods was
that the analogies oriented instruction explicitly dealt with students’ pre- and alternative
conceptions relating chemical equilibrium while the traditional method did not.
Table 1. Independent group t-test result for pre, post and delayed test scores of CEAT
Pre-test

Post-test

Delayed-test

EG

CG

EG

CG

EG

CG

N

30

35

30

35

30

Mean (20 item )

24.7

23.9

38.1

33.2

36.0

27.4

Standard Deviation

12.9

11.3

8.1

8.4

8.9

10.5

t

.093

26.42

13.53

p

P= 0.654 >0.05

P= 0.000 <0.05

P= 0.001 <0.05

After the delayed test was conducted to the both group students, the analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) was used to compare the retention of the knowledge acquired during the intervention.
In this analysis, post-test scores were used as covariate to control the group differences. The results
of ANCOVA showed significant main affects for treatments on students’ retain their knowledge
(F(1,62)=68.14,p< 0.05). Although the students’ CEAT scores in both groups decreased from
posttest to delayed test, the decrease in the EG students’ scores is lower than in the CG ones.
Specifically, while the mean score of students in the EG decreased from 38.1 to 36, a drop of 2.1, the
mean score of the students in the CG decreased from 33.2 to 27.4, a drop of 5.80. The adjusted
mean score of the EG was 30.42 on delayed test and that of the CG was 25.64 (Table 2).
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Table 2. Summary of ANCOVA on students’ delayed test scores
Experimental group
Mean

SD

Post-test

38.1

8.1

Delayed- test
Significant at p<0.05

36.0

8.9

Control group
Adj. Mean

30.47

Mean

SD

33.2

8.4

27.4

10.5

F
Adj. Mean
68.14*
25.64

DISCUSSION
The use of analogies to teach chemical equilibrium has been discussed for many years. In the
literature, there were different analogies for the explanation of chemical equilibrium, but these
analogies represented specific aspects of chemical equilibrium, such as dynamic aspect and the
application of Le Chatelier’s principle (Raviolo & Garritz, 2009). In other words, a few analogies
demonstrate both other aspects of chemical equilibrium like the macroscopic, the submicroscopic
and the symbolic level, equality of rates, reversibility, catalyze effect, constant equilibrium and its
dynamic aspect and the application of Le Chatelier’s principle. The findings of this study proved
that although there were no significant differences between experimental and control groups
before the instruction (p>0.05), significant differences were found between groups after the
instruction (p<0.05). According to the results of the post-test and delayed-test, mean scores of
experimental groups were higher than the control groups. These results showed that teaching with
analogies has a positive effect on students' understanding and that teaching with analogies is an
effective method for higher learning achievement. Previous studies in that an analogical
instruction can facilitate learning of scientific concepts supports these results (Chiu & Lin, 2005;
Çalık & Ayas, 2005; Iding, 1997; Tsai, 1999). Teaching with analogies allows students to actively
participate in the learning process. Analogies can help students relate new information to prior
knowledge, to integrate information for one subject area into another, and to relate classroom
information to everyday experiences. In this process, students observe, record data and conclude
that these skills are important in terms of converting abstract knowledge into concrete knowledge,
learning and overcoming alternative conceptions. Previous researchers have also emphasized that
analogies support meaningful learning and help students to construct topics easily; these are
referred to as hard issues and include abstract concepts like chemical equilibrium (Harrison &
Jong, 2005; Kargiban & Siraj, 2009; Newton, 2003). The literature also suggests that analogies not
only help students to become conscious of their own alternative conceptions, but also enable them
to refute their alternative conceptions and accept scientific ideas (Orgill & Bodner, 2004). On the
other hand, some researchers suggest that any method has insufficiencies when they use single
and using the same methods frequently may fail to produce effective results (Huddle, White &
Rogers, 2000; Orgill & Bodner, 2004; Türk & Çalık, 2008). Based on this knowledge, we suggest that
a combination of different methods may enhance students’ understanding of chemical equilibrium
and help to alter their alternative conceptions.
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